Experience
Expertise
Exponential performance

Genetically engineered for quality
Quality is at the heart of our company culture and it has been showing us the way
to attain and support business value since the beginning. During more than 25
years, we have been developing, designing, producing and delivering consistent,
solid quality bearings that meet or exceed our customers’ expectations.

PFI Bearings
Gets you moving

Product strategy and application engineering

Technical and
marketing support

360º

Product engineering

Manufacturing
practices

Service

Quality Assurance

Why PFI?
-. High performance
-. Reliable quality
-. Comprehensive range
-. Stock proximity
-. Technological complexity
-. Committed global team
-. Extensive part number information
-. Focus on new product development

A rolling world
of possibilities
PFI Bearings for all applications:
AC Compressors
Agricultural Implements
Alternators
Clutches
Electric Motors
Engine Management Systems
Gearboxes & Differentials
Generators
Starters
Wheels & Hubs

Check our on-line catalogue for more details:
ecatalogue.pfibearings.com/eCatalogue

Argentina / Bolivia / Brazil / Chile
China / Colombia / Europe
Mexico / Panama / Turkey / USA

PFI Bearings
Gets you moving

+2.000 different items
Committed to growth. By service.
PFI Bearings is a dynamic American company with a global footprint and
over 25 years manufacturing experience producing highest quality bearings.
From our early days, with the production of electrical line bearings, up
until today, with the production of over 2.000 different SKUs, our range
has been increasing significantly, both in size, in coverage and in
technological complexity.

Global mindset. Local reach.
We currently count on an extensive network of highly optimized, strategic
regional distribution centers (RDCs) all over the world that ensure seamless
service to all our customers and support our growing presence in more than
70 countries.
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+ 70 countries

Mobility solutions around you
PFI counts on a comprehensive automotive bearing range covering bearings for:
engine management system, clutch, differential and gearbox, A/C compressor,
alternators and starters , wheel-end.

A rolling world of possibilities
PFI produces an extensive range of automotive (passenger cars, SUVs, pick-ups, 4 x 4,
vans, motorcycles etc) industrial, electric and agricultural bearings, mainly ball bearings,
tapered roller bearings and needle roller bearings, both standard and special sizes.
Current product portfolio is over 2.000 different SKUs and we launch between 150 -200 new
products every year!!

PFI Bearings is a major provider of highly efficient deep groove ball bearings for extremely demanding
alternator and starter producers and remanufacturers in Europe and South America.
Our wheel-end range (single row taper roller bearings, PW and PHU range) is remarkably vast, offering
unrivalled market coverage for the majority of relevant American, European and Asian automotive
applications:
PFI Hub Range
-. High grade steel
-. High mileage
-. High load capacity
-. Premium grease
-. Optimized seals
-. Pre-set units
-. Sealed and greased for life
-. Low contamination risk
-. Maintenance free
-. Weight reduction
-. Advanced sensor system
-. Full kit versions available
-. Quick and easy installation
-. More than 700 different hub assemblies!

Deep groove ball bearings Wheel bearings (PW) Hub units (PHU) Taper roller bearings
Agricultural bearings Clutch release bearings Compressor bearings
Needle bearings Tensioner and idler bearings

American know-how to ensure precise and
reliable production
PFI Bearings delivers OEM quality production, manufactured in our state-of-the-art
plants, based on our American expertise and according to the most stringent
international manufacturing standards.

We are a quality-conscious producer and all our automotive bearings comply with the
highest quality standards and OE design specifications, ensuring enhanced performance
and long service life based on optimized material and geometry, low noise and vibration,
reliable preload calibration, the use of premium all-weather grease and advanced
sealing systems.

Experience, expertise, exponential performance

